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EDITORIAL
With every new beginning the stars shine brighter than before; the moon looks more romantic; the wind carries an unheard song;the break of dawn
unveils a new sun;
our eyes of soul start searching soul-mate.
In the new year of 2012, the monthly issue of infiNITy (Feb'12) is the new beginning of the Narulites' words -----"...Words are things; and a small drop of ink
Falling like dew, upon a thought, produces
That which makes thousands, perhaps millions, think;"
Lord Byron
With its adornment of the prosaic and the poetic infiNITy is an embodiment of the
spontaneous outpourings of the young Narulites' hearts. It also gives a succinct picture
of their scintillating performance in academics and highlights their achievements.
We look forward to your symphonic generosity to excuse their faults and foibles and wish you all happy new year.

Prof. Dilip Kumar Sen
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Arriving Calcutta in 1952 with eight buffaloes Sardar
Jodh Singh,
the owner of
JIS Group of
Colleges own
an empire of
Rs 250+
Crore in
2006.
Having migrated from
Pakistan to
Ludhiana to
Calcutta
Singh expanded from
cattle trade
to dairy to
steel plant & transport and finally to education. Now he
owns four engineering colleges, a secondary school,
two institutes of pharmaceuticals and hotel management and a dental college.

Continued to next page...

Achievements in 2011
NIT received grant of 4 crores from world bank under TEQUIP phase-II subcomponent 1.1
NIT Successfully organized IEEE sponsored 1st International Conference in Communication and Industrial Application(ICCIA-2011) during 26th-28th December,2011 at Science City, Kolkata
Dr. Tapan K Mukherjee of Physics department obtained research grant of Rs. 21
Lakhs, funded by DAE-BRNS during 2011-14 for the project “Bound and resonance
states of two electrons ions under plasma: Theoretical and experimental
investigations”
Mr. Sajal Saha of CA department obtained research grant of Rs. 2.5 Lakhs, funded
by AICTE under RPS scheme during 2010-12 for the project “Handoff Analysis in
WLAN-GPRS Integrated Network”.
Prof.(Dr.) Joyanta Kumar Roy received Life Time Achievement Award for Education Excellence with Gold medal from International Achiever's Conference 30th
Sept 2010 New Delhi .
Prof.(Dr.) Joyanta Kumar Roy received Global Education Leadership award by
India Economic Development and Research Association 11th Feb, 2011

Continued to page 5…..
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Continued from page 1…..
Singh bought his first buffalo for Rs 50 in Panjab and sold it for Rs 150. He realized Calcutta was a better market and began shuttling between Ludhiana and Calcutta with cattle. He established Janata Dairy at Chitpur. Today 3500 cattle are there and he supplies milk to Belgachia Central Dairy, Howrah Dairy, Haldiram Food and Bhikaram Chandmal.Next, he established
Northern Cargo Service. Then he grabbed Iron & Steel Factory at Raniganj and jumped into the education sector.
Taranjit Singh, his eldest son looks after education sector. Haranjit Singh, the second son takes care of transport sector. Amrik Singh, the youngest son manages dairy and steel plant.
Manpreet, the granddaughter, MBA (England ) concentrates in administration of the group’s five colleges and their 1700 employees.
JIS College of Engg came up in 2000 followed by Narula Inst of Tech a year later. In 2003, Guru Nanak Inst of Tech was set up. The same year Guru Nanak Inst of Dental Sc & Research
came up. In 2005 came Hotel Mgmt Inst and Inst of Pharma Sc & Tech. A Medical College & Hospital in Calcutta is on the way. On the way also is his own brand of milk.
A milkman turned a demi-god!

Abridged and extracted from The Telegraph dated October 6, 2006.

The Appointment (Drama)

SOUMYADEEP GHOSH—ECE 2A

(The play starts with the introduction of two characters in a small room. The room is that of the editor Mr. Vijay Goswami who was
a senior recruit of the news building, the old wooden placard of which on the outside read “THE MONTHLY HERALD Little
Magazine Company.” Vijay was a man in his early forties, whose lips were always ornamented with that of a burning cigar, and
while going through a pile of manuscripts he would keep on breathing an air of satisfaction around himself as if proclaiming his
work truly to be the most prestigious work in the country. Today the day was not anything different and like any other morning he
was going through a pile of manuscripts and deciding the ones which were to be published on the next edition of the magazine. Sitting
opposite to him was a lad in his early thirties most probably, clad in a loose shirt and waiting patiently to be noticed by the editor.)
Vijay: Ajay, Ajay, Ajay….Ajay…(now irritated) where does this moron go whenever I need
him? Ajay…
Ajay (rushing to the room after a few seconds): Sir, were you calling me? (nervously) I was
doing… (then pauses)
Vijay: (with a mocking voice) No there is no work today! I was just calling you to take the day off and let us play together a cricket match! (then pauses and finally outbursts in anger) Get
out you fool and bring me the red file no. 153 from the left shelf..probably at the 60 something rack of the record room. (when Ajay leaves with the head hung low) These peons..they will
never learn to work in time..God knows from where they employ these fools.
(The young lad at the corner of the room who was till now sitting quietly tries to speak out something timidly to Vijay.)
The man: Sir, I have an appointment with you and so may I please have a word with you?
Vijay: (angrily still fuming from the quarrel few minutes back) As you can see my work is still not complete and since I cannot talk with you till its complete so I guess you have to wait!
The man: But Sir its important…
Vijay: Obviously not as important as the work in my hand now. So please if you don’t mind then silence would be helpful. I will look to your appointment matter after a few minutes, till then
wait.
(The man was perhaps about to say something but just then a man with sharp features and a paper in hand enters the room and darts to the table where Vijay was seated. This man was the
Assistant Editor Pritam Roy who also happened to be a close associate and friend of Vijay. The man was also around the same age as the Editor himself and had a black lined spectacles that
completed the perfect shape of his dark complexioned face.)
Pritam: Here we got this one again…Was posted to our mailbox a day ago! This one’s fresh and kinda juicy too so I guess you should go through it once now before sending it out…
Vijay: Well done (taking the manuscript from his hand) Hmm…hmm…yup it’s fresh one alright. And again he his signature-ending note too..here see…Anyways take it up, it’s going to be
printed. By the way you know I was going through his last couple of manuscripts that he dropped in at our box and am really impressed at his prowess over his literary genre.
Pritam: Its really kinda funny thinking that for the last few months we have been receiving his manuscripts from anonymous addresses through the mail and while he remains unknown to
the world, his writings have indeed been a craze every edition…really or sales and size of readers have sky-rocketed.
Vijay: True indeed…and his pseudonym is even stranger than this literary genius himself- “ARTIM”…who in the world calls himself such a name and never seems to reveal his identity to us?
…You know last night I went through several dictionaries at home and to be true it’s neither Greek, nor Latin, nor French.
Pritam: I guess it has no meaning at all!!
Vijay: Maybe so…
(Just then Ajay, the peon, enters the room with a red file carrying in his arms.)
Vijay(looking at Ajay, leans forward, snatches the file quickly from his hands, and then says): What took you so long?
Ajay: Sir, the manuscri….
Vijay( even before Ajay could finish his words, Vijay interrupts him) : You can go now! (with a commanding tone signaling his intent)
Vijay: (looking to Pritam) Now the reason as to why I called you now… (taking a paper out of the file and pointing to a certain region at the paper) …here you see he has given his phone
number at the back of the paper maybe so that we can contact him.
Pritam: (looking all excited and enthralled at this chance of striking gold) God! Did you contact him yet? Offer him a job Vijay, give him to write the periodicals for us and we will make
millions selling them…
Vijay( joining him in the enthusiasm): Yes and believe me I have thought of that too! Better news I have even contacted him two nights back and he is supposed to be here at our office at
some time today!

Continued to next page
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The Appointment(continued)...
(It was already half hour past since the man who was sitting from morning at the corner with a hope of an appointment with the editor. He gets a bit impatient and speaks)
The man: Sir…can I get my time now?
Pritam: Sir please if you don’t disturb us now it would be better…we are kinda in the middle of an important thing.
Vijay( not even bothered to hear of the man): Pritam (glancing at him) did anyone come to the reception till now and tell of ARTIM?
Pritam: Nope not yet…I haven’t got any such news. Besides the name is now quite popular already in the office…ARTIM, ARTIM everywhere….
The man: But sir I have been waiti….
Vijay: What is it now? (Irritated at this continuous disturbance by the man.)
Pritam (ignoring the man): Vijay, leave that man! Tell me first what should we offer ARTIM?
Vijay: What else! Offer him a job with hefty salary…and don’t bother of the finances he will reap us more profit than the salary he will take from us!
The man (now standing up losing a bit of temper): Sir, I think I am here for an appointment...
Vijay: Will you please shut up? (very rudely now) I think I will have to ask you to leave…
Pritam (turning to the man): Can’t you see that we are talking of something here?
Vijay: Who are you any ways? Why did you come here? Stenographer job?
Pritam: Ad agencies? Sales?
Vijay: If you are of the ad agencies then let me tell you we will have a meeting next week and then we will mail our sponsors…can’t squeeze every ad up here now in the pages!
The man: But…
Pritam: Listen go home young man, we have an important appointment today…come back later tomorrow!
The man: I had an appointment too…
Vijay: Now what? (Furiously) Who are you?
The man: Sir, I am Prakash Mitra from….
Vijay: Sorry then we don’t need you today…We have an appointment with ARTIM and that’s way more important for our magazine…
The man: The…
Pritam: WHY AREN’T YOU LEAVING? (He shouts at him)
(Now the man breaks his patience, stands up and shouts back at him)
The man: The ARTIM you are talking of is ME.
Vijay and Pritam: (Equally shocked) WHAT?
The man: Yes…
Pritam: But how?
The man: The word ARTIM is just the reverse of my surname- MITRA you fool. I have been sitting here from morning carrying a bundle of manuscripts to meet the Editor but none of you
seem to bother.
Vijay: (now most humble) But…but SIR why didn’t you tell us earlier? Ajay, Ajay bring cold drinks now…
The man: (Now explodes at Vijay) Just shut up!
Pritam: Sir, please don’t get angry, we are ready to offer you a job with as much compensation you want and…
The man: I’ll punch you in the face if you don’t keep quiet…(to Vijay) I want all the periodicals that you had received by post of mine to be returned to me…I will not publish them in your
useless magazine!
Pritam: But sir…
(The man stands up, snatches the red file from Vijay’s hands and folding his hands as a gesture of Goodbye speaks)

The man: If this is how you treat common people then I have great doubt how you would treat me once my writings don’t yield you enough money in the market one day. It was a pain meeting you. Have a nice day!
(ARTIM storms out of the room leaving both men bewildered. The millions that Pritam and Vijay wanted to make flew away quickly in just an hour, infact just as fast as they expected it to fill
their pockets.)

The Last Page Of My Diary

Saikat Roy CSE 3A

I never imagined life would take a turn like this; it had been raining since last night, its dawn and the rain hasn’t stopped yet neither did the one inside me. I had made up my mind, took a
deep breath and threw myself into the cold turbid water.
She was still breathing. I let out a sigh, had to let go off now. I had wanted her to die. Go away from all the worldly pains but somewhere at the back of my mind I was still holding on...holding
on to a hope that she’ll get up and walk again , laugh her that ever cheerful laughter, keep bustling through the empty rooms, hovering over you...making you feel loved..
I couldn’t let her go, and I knew if I do I die with her. I traced a drop of water running down from my left eye; didn’t I learn not to show them? Where did this come from now...I turned away
from the big glass window; realized I was trying to swallow a gigantic lump in my throat…
I turned the other way and saw my dad sitting forlorn on a bench with his head and face hid in his large sinewy hands. Though my parents were never on good terms before; but now my dad
was genuinely worried. There was no need to worry I felt, after all she’s finally leaving....he won’t have to blame himself anymore for marrying my mother. I went and sat beside him. After a
few seconds he looked up. His old grey eyes were tired and sad; I believe I saw guilt in them too! And then his face changed, he tried to smile a sad smile.
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“You have your mother’s eyes”. He said looking at my eyes that were between my mother’s freshly cut sapphire blue and his ancient grey.
“Yeah may be....” I replied.
“She is a brave woman, and so are you! Don’t worry, we’ll stick together; father and daughter, and keep her memories alive!” he tried to sound cheerful. I gave him a faint smile. May be he
has understood....but then like always; it was too late. It had always been just mother and me. We played, we watched movies, we went out for walks, and we ate out...always together. I
never really had him. He used to be always working away. It never felt I had a father; he was just someone who took care of us, brought in money so that we could live happily. My mother
was my world. All my happiness was with my mother. Dad used to come home late at night and I could hear his loud frightening voice shouting and I could hear my mother’s soft voice
cooing and trying to comfort him. He used to be frustrated and blamed my mother but she never left her saintly self. I saw very little of him, he used to again leave early morning. I felt
relieved when he used to go away. And now the thought of living with my father gave me chills. Without mother I was a nobody, a weakling.

Mother had been fighting with cancer for over a year now. I had seen her slowly breaking. From that cheerful, strong woman she was, to a sad, weak woman. We switched
our roles. It was me taking care of her now. Dad left his previous job and took one nearby so that he could take care of mom. Time rolled on. The days of treatments and
chemo were over now. This was the last show. I walked into her room. I had got used to the strange smell of medicines and treatments now. I went and put my hands over
her forehead...she slowly opened her eyes and smiled at me through her sedation and again closed her eyes. Father walked in through the door. It was time for me to
leave, mother opened her eyes and mumbled “take care!”. It was the last time I heard her. She passed away that night....
It was all over. I tried hard but I knew I would never have my mother back…

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PARALLEL UNIVERSE—The Concept :

Rohit Sen Gupta—CSE 3A

How do we define universe? Is it really the ‘totality of everything that exists’? Even if it is, then the obvious question that keeps us probing is that what is its extent
and what exactly lies beyond it. Since the dawn of scientific awareness in mankind, humans have always wondered about the extent of the Universe. Yet, it is almost
pointless to mention that even today, when the advent of science and technology has enabled man to reach out to and beyond the final frontier- the space, we still
have a long way to go before we can answer the question that’s haunting us from the ancient times. However, our quest for understanding the universe has yielded a
great
number of results so far that have given birth to several concepts throughout time. Let us focus on one such
concept- The Parallel Universe.
What is Parallel Universe?
As a child, all of us have wondered how Alice ended up in Wonderland? What’s so special about the rabbit hole that transported Alice to a completely different world?
What we didn’t know back then was that the concept was borrowed from that of the ‘alternate worlds’ and the portals that may facilitate transportation between
them. Literature, science fiction and many other areas have borrowed this concept since a very long time.‘Parallel Universe’, ‘Multiverse’, ‘Many World Theory’,
‘Alternate World’ all these terms refer to the hypothetical concept of the existence of several individually identical worlds or realities parallel to each other. The
concept is based upon the idea that during a particular span in the timeline, several universes exists separately, side by side without crossing each other at any
point of time. But, is it merely a fantasy or is there an authenticity attached to it? Before coming to that part, let us first understand a few essentials of the concept
of parallel universe.
Parallel Universe—Essentials:
•

Max Tegmark’s classification of parallel universes offers four different levels to fathom its structure beyond the universe we live in. These include (i) Beyond
the observable astronomical horizon, (ii) Universes where physical constants are different, (iii) Interpretation in terms of quantum mechanics, (iv) the ultimate
assembly (source: www.wikipedia.org) .
• According to the string theory or M-theory, a universe is created by the collision between p- branes in space. Though in this type of creation each universe is
shaped in the d-brane form, yet objects of one universe can interact with thosein the other through gravitational forces (maybe this is how Alice travels to the
wonderland in the story).
Others believe that there is an endless system of universes that are victimized by the Big Bang and the BigCrunch in a never ending cycle throughout time. There is
no definite boundary, though each is governed
by its own set of physical constraints.
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Parallel Universe—Reality or Myth?
Since our ancestors in the prehistoric times, we have come a long way, physically as well as
technically. Today, even the behavior of unobservable entities can be monitored and predicted
to a certain extent. There are many theories and concepts regarding the existence of the
parallel universes. While many have been rejected by the modern scientific approaches, the
possibility of such existence has not been ruled out. Recent studies in the quantum level have
yielded unusual results that have contradicted the laws of physics. For instance, so far we
knew nothing could travel faster than the speed of light. Recently, neutrinos, travelling faster
than light, have ruled out this law that has been known to man so far.
We are three dimensional creatures and being so our visualization is confined to the three
dimensions. But there are other dimensions and the extent, shape, size or type of a universe
depends directly or indirectly upon all the other factors. The universe is a vast book saturated
with knowledge for us to gather. The concept of parallel universe has thus escaped its literary
boundary and has stepped into the scientific world. The past has given us innumerable instances how a perfect blend of science and arts have opened up new dimensions in the areas
human knowledge have never dwelled before. Keeping this in mind someday in the future,
maybe we would be able to fully comprehend the reality of the parallel universes.

Achievements in 2011(continued from page 1)
Ms. Sharmistha Basu of English Department has participated in the ARAE (Amateur
Rowing Association of East), an international rowing championship held at Colombo
during 3rd-5th February, 2011 and won bronze in Women’s pairs event
She was also selected in the state squad in the 34th national games held at Jharkhand
during 11th-16th February, 2011.
Prof. Tirthankar Gayen of Computer Science and Engineering department obtained his
PhD in CSE from IIT Kharagpur in 2011.
NIT table tennis team is the winner of WBUT Inter College Women Table Tennis Tournament (Zone III) in 2011.
NIT football team won the state level WBUT inter university football tournament in 2011.
Soumya Banerjee, Saikat Roy, Sourav Paul of CSE 3A won INFOSYS ASPIRATION2020 programming contest under campus connect program held in 20th September,2011 at Bhubaneswar Development centre.
Rohit Sengupta, Soumya Banerjee, Saikat Roy, Sagnik Bhattacharjee of CSE 3A
participated in Wipro Earthian national level essay contest. Their essay titled
“ICT REMODELLING IN INDIA TO AID AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT”
enlisted among top 25 essays.
Firdousi Begum and Sk. Irfan Tanver of IT 3 are the finalists in Robotix competition
Kshitij organized by IIT Kharagpur.
Bodhisatwa De, Sandipan Khatua, Shantanu Das of EE 2A secured 1st position in the
videography category in Springfest-2012 organized by Technology student gymkhana,
IIT Kharagpur
Souradeep Sinha of EE 2A secured 2nd position in the photography category in
Springfest-2012 organized by Technology student gymkhana, IIT Kharagpur

SPANDAN CHATTERJEE
EE 1B
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Awesome Joranda – Simlipal National Park

Arindam Chatterjee-Registrar(Acting)

Undoubtedly Simlipal is one of the most picturesque jungle of the Simlipal which is a dense hilly tract of forest spread over 2,750 sqm in the district of Mayurbhuj district
in the state of Orissa. Simlipal is well connected via NH6 & NH5 to Kolkata, Baleshwar and Baripada.
Simlipal was declared as National Park in the year 1956 and Tiger Reserve by the Government of India in the year 1973 and subsequently declared as Biosphere Reserve
in the year 1994. As Simlipal is a typical rain forest and prone zone for Malignant Malaria, the best season for visit is from November to February though the chance of experiencing the wildlife animals are more in March to May.
Joranda is situated near Nandana Valley and full of weird silence which enriches the range of birds , Royal Bengal Tiger, different kind of Monkeys, Gaur, Sibet cat, Elephant Python, crocodile etc. The jungle is rich with probably the costliest Sal, Segum , Neem and other erect deciduous trees.
Joranda is an enchanting, eery waterfalls (150 m) clearly visible from the Joranda view point. A long tailed falls where the water plunges over a lofty cliff in a single drop looks spectacular
from the opposite side.
Joranda is situated in the North East part of Simlipal , near Pithabata Check post (22 km from Baripada). Jashipur is another entry option for the visitors. The hilly red green forests make
the jungle of Joranda more adventurous, inaccessible to many and wilder in nature. Waterfall looks tantalizingly close to reach though in reality that is far from the truth. It is heard that
the forest department has a plan to make the small take originated from the said waterfall a crocodile park in near future. The straightish and upright nature of the front wall of the fall
makes it more attractive, colorful and gorge like ‘U’ shaped terrain.
The difference in altitude inside the national park and more than 12 core areas makes the jungle a key sanctuary and research zone. The land is full of the iron core and surrounded by
picturesque villages of tribes like Khola, Santhal and Mankadia.
Apart from Joranda, another falls Bahrepani (400 m) exists with two levels looks splendid from the watch tower and bunglow (FRH) which were established by the forest development
authority in an wonderful location (just opposite the falls). The armed rebellion of Maoists demolished the construction two years ago, though the Government has already started a new
rest house in the earlier place which may be completed within next year.
For accommodations one may contact Field Director, Simlipal Reserve –
Baripada, Simlipal Tiger Reserve, Bhanjpur, Pin- 757002,
Tel: 067972-252593
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Photo Ultimo
Dal lake– A shimmering pearl

Arindam Chatterjee
Registrar (Acting)

Campus Click of the week
Sagnik Bhattacharjee
CSE 3B

Green Campus

Call for submission in Infinity Logo Contest

Submit your photography and show your talent

Explore your imagination and design a logo for college newsletter “infiNITy” considering the
following criteria
1.
Background should be transparent.
2.
Substring NIT must be in capital letter i.e. “infiNITy”
Submit your logo within 25.02.12 at infinity@nit.ac.in and best logo designer will be rewarded.

We are searching for the photographer in you. So submit your photograph for the following two
categories:
1.
Photo Ultimo contest
2.
Campus click contest( represents the lifeline of NIT)
All photos must carry a caption. Submit your photograph at infinity@nit.ac.in
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International Conference on Communication and Industrial Application(ICCIA-2011)

